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Six Steps to Creating Fairy Gardens for Kids

Gardening can be an
enjoyable activity for
adults and children alike.
Gardening encourages
creative thinking and can
make for an eco-friendly
activity as well.
Adding a touch of whimsy to gardening can make
it that much more attractive to children. Perhaps
that is why fairy gardens
have become so popular
among youngsters. Fairy
gardens can be designed
in outdoor gardens or in
containers that children
can nurse and enjoy indoors. Here are six steps to get
your fairy garden up and running.
1. Choose your container or location. Decide
where to place the fairy garden. Hollowed-out tree
stumps are both contained and outdoors, and kids
may feel like the fairies inhabited this neglected area
of the yard and made it their own. Otherwise, use
containers you already have, such as old pots, hanging baskets, picnic baskets or cookie tins. Wooden
birdhouses with their roofs removed also can make
for clever places to house the gardens.
2. Choose a theme. Fairy houses can take on any
theme their creators prefer. Themes help children
decide what to include in their gardens. For example, a seaside retreat may work well with little reclining chairs, sea grasses and succulents. You can
then complete the theme by adding some seashells
and colored stones.
3. Draw up your design. Before securing anything
in the container or digging into your garden bed,
sketch out a garden design. This gives you an idea
of how the finished product will look. Even before
planting, gently place plants and other components in
their spots and move them around accordingly until
you find the desired look.
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4. Include similarneeds plants. Mixing
plants that have different
requirements can make
it challenging to care for
the fairy garden, so select
plants that require similar
levels of sunlight, prefer
similar soil conditions
and require roughly the
same amount of watering.
Herbs are a smart choice
because they stay small
and are easily maintained.
5. Don’t forget a fairy
(Courtesy Photo) dwelling. You will need
to add a house for the fairies to inhabit. Small bird houses can work, but you
also can consider old teapots, bird-nesting boxes or
even homemade houses assembled out of bark and
twigs. Use your imagination and the garden will take
on a life of its own.
6. Invite the fairies. Children can invite fairies to
take up residence (fairies often show up at night and
tend to remain unseen), or children can create their
own fairies using craft materials.
Fairy gardens are a fun way to introduce children to
gardening. Once families get started, they may want
to create entire fairy villages. GT164994

Tip to Create a BudgetFriendly Home Landscape
Consider the landscape space and how you want to
use it. Understanding the space will help you better
allocate your budget. If your yard is more of a retreat,
look for ways to create privacy and a vacation feel.
If you have kids and entertaining friends is a main
priority, focus on recreational aspects, such as a pool,
playset and some durable plants. Understanding how
to allocate your budget will help you to avoid spending money frivolously.
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Five Things to Consider Before
Expanding Your Home

Homeowners who feel their homes are a little confined may be interested in
expanding their homes to make them more comfortable and serviceable. Several
questions may come to mind when homeowners are considering adding on to an
existing home.
Expanding a home requires careful consideration. While the end results can be
spectacular, expansion is typically a long and costly process that will impede on
the lifestyles of a home’s inhabitants during the renovation process. Expect loud
noises, work crews and sawdust throughout the project. Depending on which areas are being renovated, residents may feel their lives are in upheaval until the
expansion project has been completed.
Familiarizing yourself with the expansion process and recognizing potential
snags along the way can make planning and coping that much easier.
1. Many homeowners first consult with a contractor when mulling over expansions. However, you may want to speak with an architect first. He or she may
be able to suggest renovations that fit with your neighborhood and appeal to prospective buyers when you decide to sell your home in the future.
Continued on Page 4
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superior service for over 50 years!
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Make the Most of Mulching

Lawns and gardens can often benefit from the laying of mulch. Mulch
serves various purposes in lawns and
gardens, and many experienced lawn
and garden enthusiasts lay mulch to
ensure their properties make it through
spring, summer and fall unscathed.
First-time homeowners with little or no landscaping experience
may not understand the benefits
of mulch, which can be used to
strengthen soil and protect properties from the elements.
What is mulch?
Mulch refers to a material spread
around or over a plant to enrich and/
or insulate its soil. Many homeowners prefer mulch made of wood chips,
which is both effective and readily
available. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency notes that organic
mulches, which include leaves, wood
chips, compost or grass clippings, can
be used by homeowners who want to
develop eco-friendly landscapes.
Why mulch?
Mulching can benefit plants around
a property in various ways. Many
people lay mulch because the mulch
helps soil retain moisture in the summer, when temperatures tend to be at
their hottest. This can help plants survive summer heat waves.
Mulch also can be used to suppress
weeds. Weeds, which steal moisture
plants need to build strong roots and
survive summer, need light to grow.

When laid correctly, mulch deprives
weeds of the light they need to grow.
Organic mulches can even provide
homes for crickets and a type of beetle that feed on weed seeds.
Mulch can also deter harmful pests,
depending on the type of mulch homeowners choose. When purchasing mulch, homeowners will have to
choose between the aforementioned
organic mulch or man-made mulches,
which may be made of plastic or rubber. While man-made mulches may
repel pests, they also can have adverse
effects. Plastic, for example, can heat
up in the summer and cause plants to
burn. Certain organic mulches can
repel insects that can threaten plants.
That’s because the majority of organic
mulches increase the amount of beneficial bacteria in the soil, and they also
increase the presence of helpful insects that do not pose a threat to plant
life. Those helpful insects help keep
harmful insects at bay. Compost is a
type of organic mulch that may attract
harmful insects. While that does not
mean homeowners should shy away
from using compost as mulch, they
should know that they may need to
employ organic insecticides to combat their unwanted guests.
Mulch is a potentially valuable tool
homeowners can use to improve the
look and health of their properties.
GT164041
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Five Things to Consider Before
Expanding Your Home
Continued from Page 3

2. Visit your building inspection or municipal office to learn the local regulations. You want to ensure
that any renovations you make are done in keeping
with safety codes and laws.
3. While you’re thinking of your neighbors, give
them the heads up on your potential plans. This
way, they will not be surprised by the extra noise and
activity when the renovation begins.
4. Remodeling can cost anywhere from $200 to
$600 per square foot added. You’ll need to figure
out a way to pay for the renovations, and you may
consider refinancing your home. Make sure it is a
smart time to do so financially based on current real
estate market conditions. Also know that additions
will likely increase your home insurance coverage
needs. Consult with the insurance company about estimated charges and any restrictions they have.
5. Consider a standalone structure when mulling
over your options. Sometimes the cost of putting up
a free-standing office or another structure on your
property may end up being less expensive than expanding on what you already have. Think creatively
and research all of your options before committing to
a project. SH162866

Staging Your Home

According to the National Association of Realtors®
2015 Profile of Home Staging, 49 percent of realtors
representing buyers say home staging impacts most
buyers’ final decisions. Home staging is the act of
preparing a home for sale by presenting it in such a
way as to appeal to as many potential buyers as possible. Professional staging firms often address a home’s
interior to reduce clutter and rearrange furniture with
the goal of making a strong impression on prospective
buyers during open house events or private showings.
The NAR Profile found that the living room is the
most important room to stage, followed by the kitchen
and the master bedroom. Eighty-one percent of realtors said staged homes make it easier for prospective
buyers to visualize properties as their future homes.
In addition, 10 percent of realtors said homes decorated against buyers’ tastes will negatively impact the
homes’ values, further emphasizing the potential benefit of staging homes rather thanshowcasing existing
homeowners’ personal preferences. TF15C700

How to insulate your home
against a deadly fire
As fire prevention awareness efforts gear up across
North America, the National Fire Protection Association and insulation company, Roxul Inc., are
spreading the word to Americans from coast to coast
about the importance of fire preparedness.
Through the “Hear the BEEP where you SLEEP”
campaign and Roxul’s “When Seconds Count” initiative, Americans are reminded that simple steps can cut
their chances of dying in a fire in half.
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How to Take Care
of Your Trees

Lawns and gardens tend to draw the bulk of homeowners’ attention come spring and summer. But it’s
important that property owners tend to the trees that
dot their property as well.
The types of trees homeowners have on their property may influence when it’s time to trim and prune
the trees. Homeowners concerned about tree maintenance should speak with local landscaping professionals and tree services about caring for the trees on
their specific properties, but there are a few tricks to
pruning trees that homeowners should keep in mind
when dusting off their gardening tools.

Did You
Know?
Sloan’s Septic
Tank Service

Family Owned
& Operated Over 60 years

(517) 655-1632

6453 N. Williamston Rd., Perry

It is recommended
that you clean your
septic tank every
2-3 years for a family
of four. Spring
& Summer is a great
time to clean out
your septic tank.

• Prune at the right time. The Arbor Day Foundation®
notes that pruning during dormancy (i.e., winter) is the
most common practice. Pruning in late winter, after the
season’s coldest temperatures have passed, can lead to
impressive and healthy growth in the spring. The ADF
advises that some trees, including maple and birches,
may bleed sap during pruning; this is normal and
should cease as the tree starts to bloom. Novice landscapers should confirm with landscaping professionals
about the best time to prune trees on their properties to
ensure they are not inadvertently harming the trees or
making them more vulnerable to fungus.
• Use appropriate tools. When removing branches,
use sharp tools to minimize damage to the bark.
The ADF notes that young trees are
best pruned with one-hand pruning shears with curved blades. For
trees with high branches, use a pole
pruner or hire a professional tree
service. Novices should avoid anything too risky when pruning their
trees, leaving the more difficult
jobs to the professionals.
• Follow the rules of pruning. When
pruning trees, the ADF advises homeowners to follow the one-third and a
quarter rules of pruning. In adherence
to these rules, no more than a quarter

OWOSSO
READY MIX CO.

ALL TYPES OF EXCAVATING

Specializing in: Replacement Drain Fields
• Dozing
FREE
Estimates

B&C

30 Years
Experience

Jeff Bartz and Company
Owner & Operator

Residential • Insured
517-625-5554 or 989-429-2243
Visit us at www.jeffbartzexcavating.com
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of a tree’s crown is removed in a single season, and
main side branches are at least one-third smaller than
the diameter of the trunk. When trimming deciduous
trees, homeowners should never prune up from the
bottom more than one-third of the tree’s total height.
Finally, where possible, homeowners should aim for
side branches that form angles that are one-third off
vertical to form 10 o’clock or 2 o’clock angles with
the trunk.
• Water correctly. Like lawns and gardens, trees need
water to thrive. Insufficient watering can make it hard
for trees to thrive in summer, but overwatering can be
harmful, too. The ADF suggests that watering each
tree for 30 seconds with a steady stream of water
from a garden hose equipped with a
diffuser nozzle should be sufficient.
Newly planted trees may need more
help as they try to establish deep root
systems, so consider laying mulch
around newly planted trees. Mulch
helps the soil retain moisture and
form deeper, stronger root systems.
Tree maintenance should be a priority as homeowners once again
start tending to their lawns and
gardens. More information about
caring for trees is available at
www.arborday.org. GT164993
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How to Determine if Downsizing is for You

As men and women retire or approach retirement age, many opt
to downsize their homes. Such a decision can save older adults
substantial amounts of money while also liberating them
from the hassle of maintaining large homes they no longer need.
Downsizing to smaller homes or apartments is a
significant step, one that homeowners should give
ample consideration before making their final
decisions. The following are a handful of tips
to help homeowners determine if downsizing to
smaller homes is the right move.
H Get a grip on the real estate market.
Downsizing is not solely about money, but
it’s important that homeowners consider the
real estate market before putting their homes
up for sale. Speak with a local realtor or your financial advisor about the current state of your real
estate market. Downsizing can help homeowners
save money on utilities, taxes and mortgage payments,
but those savings may be negated if you sell your house in
a buyer’s market instead of a seller’s market. If you think the
current market won’t get you the price you are hoping for, delay your
downsize until the market rebounds.
H Take inventory of what’s in your house. Empty nesters often find that
their homes are still filled with their children’s possessions, even long after those children have entered adulthood and left
home. If the storage in your home is dominated
by items that belong to your children and not you,
then downsizing might be right for you. Tell your
children you are thinking of downsizing and invite
them over to pick through any items still in your
home. Once they have done so and taken what they
want, you can host a yard sale, ultimately donating
or discarding what you cannot sell. Once all of the
items are gone, you may realize that moving into a
smaller place is the financially prudent decision.

10 OFF

$

Any $100 purchase
Limit 1 coupon per purchase
Expires 4-30-16

One Year
SAME
As Cash

50 OFF

$

Any $500 purchase
Limit 1 coupon per purchase
Expires 4-30-16

$

100 OFF

Any $1,000 purchase
Limit 1 coupon per purchase
Expires 4-30-16

989-723-7861

2049 E. Corunna Ave., Owosso, MI 48867

H Examine your own items as well. Your children’s items are likely not the only items taking up space in your home. Take inventory of your own possessions as well, making note of items
you can live without and those you want to keep. If the
list of items you can live without is extensive, then
you probably won’t have a problem moving into a
smaller home. If you aren’t ready to say goodbye
to many of your possessions, then you might benefit from staying put for a little longer.
H Consider your retirement lifestyle. If you
have already retired or on the verge of retirement and plan to spend lots of time traveling,
then downsizing to a smaller home may free up
money you can spend on trips. And if you really
do see yourself as a silver-haired jetsetter, then
you likely won’t miss your current home because
you won’t be home frequently enough to enjoy it. If
travel is not high on your retirement to-do list but you
have a hobby, such as crafting, restoring classic cars or
woodworking, that you hope to turn into a second profession, then you might benefit from staying put and converting
your existing space into a workshop.
Many retirees downsize their homes, but this
decision requires careful
consideration. LP163927

Hall Well Drilling
Three
Generations
of Experience

• Rock Wells • Gravel Wells
Plastic Well Screens

“We Use the Finest Quality Materials”

Jake Hall
Submersible,
Jet & Shallow 989-723-1104
Well Pump
Rod Hall
Repair

989-725-5735

2517 W. Dewey Rd., Owosso

FREE
ESTIMATES

Tips to Create a Budget-Friendly
Home Landscape
Establish your budget. The first step in any project is to determine how much
money you can devote to the job. Once you have established the budget, all other
factors can be built around it.
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~ Community Feature ~

Crooked Tree Nursery Gets
Reading For The Season

Crooked Tree Nursery in Owosso is gearing up and getting ready for the start
of
the
2016 growing season. Greenhouses are filled with annuals and perennials,
Find an inspiration piece. Great landscapes are inspired by many things, whether
retail
items
are being delivered and soon hundreds of trees will be on the property.
it’s a memorable piece of art or a landscape layout in a lawn and gardening magaCrooked
Tree
is a full stocked nursery, offering services such as landscape, irrigazine. Use photos of other gardens or neighbors’ yards as inspiration and build off of
tion,
turf
management,
custom artistry, winter services, landscape supplies along
them. As long as the theme is cohesive, it will look pleasing to the eye.
with a full service nursery. On May 14 through 15 they will be holding an Open
Use gravel in spots where plants don’t thrive. Gravel is an inexpensive landscaping House, which includes many different nursery and retail items. Nursery Manager
material that can fill in voids where plants or ground cover simply do not flourish. Jackie Cheesebro said, “We grow everything in the nursery ourselves and make
Those working on limited budgets may be happy to learn gravel is typically less all of our own baskets. Nothing comes to us already done.”
expensive than concrete or pavers.
The landscaping side of the business has been growing. Recently, at the Lansing
Buy native plants. Native plants, shrubs, trees, and flowers will fare better than Home and Garden Show 2016, Crooked Tree employees built a display made out
non-native, exotic plants. That means you’ll have to spend less time and money of barn wood from a barn on E. Juddville Rd. The employees tore the barn down,
nurturing them into health, and less money having to replace plants that cannot did all the work sanding, then built the entire display in the garage and reconwithstand your climate.
structed it in two days for the home show. Along with the usual displays pieces,
this one included a flower garden in the tin roof. Design Manager Thomas Ainsworth said, “People are saying that we have a unique look. They can tell when
they drive around that we did the landscaping work. The clients tell us what we
want and we execute it.”
Owner Eddie Louch, a life-long resident of the area, began Crooked Tree Nursery in 2010. He lives in Laingsburg and graduated from Kendall College of Art
and Design with a degree in furniture design. Eddie said, “We are ready to bust
at the seams and get things going on the service side. We are also expanding the
nursery a little bit.”
Jeremy Hart
James Hart
turksministorage@tds.net
12677 S. M-52, Perry
By Mother’s Day, ev517-625-6750
erything will be ready to
go. Operations Manager
INC.
Nita Jones added, “If you
Residential
are looking for something
unique, this is the place
Commercial
to come to. It is so nice to
Industrial
989-723-1118
work and play where I can
Sizes 5’x10’ to 10’x40’
for
989-729-9473 use my creative skills.”
Rent a 10’x20’

989-723-1118
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PERENNIALS in the
nursery at Crooked
Tree, ready to bloom.

(Independent Photo/
Melissa Shepard)

How to insulate your home
against a deadly fire

Continued from Page 4

Here are some measures
you can take to dramatically reduce your risk:
· Be sure to have a smoke
alarm on every story of
your home and outside
sleeping areas.
· Develop a fire escape
plan and practice it.
· Use non-combustible
materials when renovating. The choice of
insulation can make a
big difference. Opt for a
product with the highest
fire resistance possible,
like Roxul mineral wool
insulation, which, in the
event of a fire, will not
produce harmful gases,
toxic smoke or promote
the spread of flames.
· Purchase a multi-use
fire ladder for each bedroom in your home and
practice using it.
· Place fire extinguishers
within reach throughout
your home.
· In the event of a fire,
leave through the closest
exit. Do not stop to collect
belongings and never reenter a home once safely
outside.TF15A619

OVERHEAD DOOR, INC.
2036 N. M-52, OWOSSO

989-723-2931

NOW OFFERING
4-COLOR ENVELOPES!

i60dia
me

989-541-1251
www.i60media.com
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Newsgroup
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Factory Outlet Store
Limited Time
2016 Season Opening
2 Weekends Only

April 15th - 16th and April 22nd - 23rd
Store Hours:
Friday 12 Noon – 6:00 P.M. - Saturday 10:00 A.M. – 2:00 P.M.

WITH MOTHER’S DAY coming soon, these
items including purses and watering cans made
out of moss, are available at Crooked Tree.
(Independent Photos/Melissa Shepard)

Casual &
Patio Furniture
• Factory Over-Runs
• Discontinued Items
• One-of-a-Kinds

SOVIS
INSURANCE
AGENCY

Chesaning

989-845-3400

sovisins.com

Holes -n- More -LLC
6in. 9in. 12in. 18in. 24in. 30in. Holes
Bobcat Service of all Types
Concrete Tear-Out and Replace
New Concrete Flat Work
Preparation for Concrete
Woodard • 210 South Delaney Road • Owosso, Michigan 48867
Directions: M-52 to M-21 West, South a Quarter Mile on Delaney Road
Cash, Check and Visa/MasterCard – All Sales are Final.

Ron Keck

“Your hole
is our goal!”

CELL 517-896-5261
Insured
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Spring Cleaning Projects
You Don’t Want to Forget

Spring cleaning is an annual tradition in many households. After a winter spent
cooped up indoors, spring cleaning can rejuvenate a household and provide a great
chance to rid a home of a season’s worth of clutter.
Donating old clothes and cleaning out the garage are popular spring cleaning
projects, but there are a host of additional tasks homeowners can tackle to freshen
up their homes this spring.
Floors
Simply vacuuming or sweeping the floors might not be enough to banish some of
winter’s uninvited guests. Dust has a way of settling into a home over the course
of a typical winter, and it’s easy for a home’s inhabitants to track dirt and debris
inside as well. After vacuuming or sweeping floors, go over them with a mop.
Doing so can remove any lingering dust, dirt, debris, and allergens the vacuum or
broom failed to pick up. Apply wood cleaner and polish to wood floors to make
them look even cleaner.
Baseboards
Though baseboards might not seem all that dirty, upon closer inspection homeowners might notice substantial accumulations of dirt and dust. Such dirt and
dust many not be removed so easily, so homeowners might need to use hot water
and a sponge to remove any debris that is clinging.
Curtains
Curtains also may have absorbed substantial amounts of dust, dirt and debris
over the winter. This might be more visible near the end of winter when more
sunlight begins to shine through. Clean the curtains in adherence to the manufacturer instructions before you open windows for the season so any wind that blows
in does not spread debris
Your Hometown Team
onto nearby furniture.
www.civillegroup.com
Once the curtains have
been washed, opening
windows may help them
dry more quickly.
111 E. Main • Owosso, MI 48867
Bathrooms
Office: 989-725-1110
Bathrooms also tend
JIM CIVILLE
Cell: 989-277-5120
to bear the brunt of winBROKER®
Fax: 989-723-7558
ter weather, as mold and
For Home,
jciville@gmail.com
grime can accumulate
Farm,
Continued on Page 11

Multiple Listing Service
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

MLS

Commercial

ACKER AGENCY, INC.
for all of your
insurance needs

Home • Auto • Business • Life
101 N. Saginaw St., Durand

989-288-2678

Todd Acker

We’re About Community!

The Independent
Newsgroup
Spring Cleaning
Projects
Continued from Page 10 • • • 989-723-1118 • • •

Facebook: Independent Newsgroup

throughout a season inwww.owossoindependent.com
which it’s too cold to open bathroom windows to let fresh
air in after bathing. Inspect ceilings, tubs, shower stalls, and floors for any signs of
mold growth or grime. Mold growth in a home can lead to respiratory problems
We’re
About
Community!
and exacerbate
existing
conditions
such as asthma, so We’re
it’s best
to inspect
bathAbout
Community!
rooms for any signs
of mold growth
throughout winter. IfThe
you
have
let
that
slip,
The Independent
Newsgroup
Independent Newsgroup
prioritize such inspections
come spring• •cleaning
time.
• • • 989-723-1118
•
• • • 989-723-1118 • • •
Furniture
It’s easy to overlook furniture when tackling spring cleaning, but dust and dirt
Sit, winter.
Relax andWhen
can quickly accumulate on couches and chairs over the course of
Enjoy Your
We’re
About
Community!
possible,
vacuum
furniture to remove any debris that might haveNewspaper!
accumulated
while
windows andNewsgroup
doors were kept shut, and shampoo any cushions
or seat covThe Independent
989-723-1118
ers that
don’t
pass
the
smell
test.
• • • 989-723-1118 • • •
Facebook: Independent Newsgroup
Spring cleaning encomwww.owossoindependent.com
passes a host of tasks, and
homeowners who want a
truly clean house should
We’re About Community!
not overlook smaller
tasks that can produce big
The
IndependentTrash
NewsgroupDrop Off
Public
results. SH162853
• •SPRING
• 989-723-1118 CLEANING
•••
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Create
Extra
Storage
We’re
About Community!
Space
The Independent Newsgroup

The Independent Newsgroup

Apartment
dwellers com• • • 989-723-1118
•••
monly lament the lack of
storage space in their homes.
But unless such men and women
are willing to pack up and move to a larger
apartment or private home, storage will continue
to pose a problem. Fortunately, there are many ways to create storage space without
knocking down walls.
v Buy furniture that includes storage space. Perhaps the simplest way to create
extra storage space is to purchase furniture that doubles as storage. Storage beds
make great places to store bulky bedding, including extra bedsheets, blankets and
pillows. Living room furniture can also serve dual roles. Dress up a storage chest
Community!
and useWe’re
it as About
your coffee
table, and replace old footrests with storage ottomans.
The
Independent
v Hang potsNewsgroup
and pans. Kitchen cabinet space can be especially scarce in apartments, but
does not mean
• • that
• 989-723-1118
• • • apartment dwellers must cook with a single pot and
pan.
Suspend
pots
and
pans
from the ceiling, using the cabinet space you have to
Sit, Relax and
by bag or by truck load
store food and other items that might look out of place if left sitting out.
Enjoy Your
Newspaper!
v Buy a corner coat rack. Coats take up ample closet space, which apartment
Mon.-Fri. 10am-5pm, Sat. 10am-2pm
dwellers know can be a precious commodity. Rather than reserving half of your
Local Business • Great Service!
closet space for coats, purchase a corner coat rack with multiple hooks at varying
1780 Dowling Dr., Owosso • 723-3261
heights. This means that all those bulky coats will be stored in one small, vertical
989-723-1118
space, leaving more room in the closets for the rest of your wardrobe.
t
u
o
v Purchase removable shelving units for closets. Closets may have plenty of shelf
b
A
We’re
space up top,obut
utwhat about all that floor space that’s not being put to use? Small,
e’re Abshelving units can be placed inside closets so you can make use of the
Wremovable
space beneath all those shirts, dresses and sweaters hanging up.
• • • 989-723-1118 • • •
v Purchase an e-reader. Avid readers living in storage-starved apartments can
Facebook: Independent Newsgroup
create more space simply by going digital with regard to their favorite hobby.
www.owossoindependent.com
Purchase an e-reader and
store all of your books
digitally on your new de• • • 989-723-1118 • • •
vice and its accompanyFacebook: Independent Newsgroup
ing cloud storage. This
www.owossoindependent.com
Septic Tanks CLEANED
saves you from having
Prompt Service • Reasonable Rates
to find space to store new
Licensed & Insured
books, and you can do(Your Mortgage, That Is?)
nate all or some of your
Portable Restroom Rentals
existing collection to creIf youIndependent
are looking to decrease
your monthly
The
Newsgroup
FAMILY OWNED
mortgage payment, pay off debt, or if you want to
ate more space. SH162895

KELLY’S

REFUSE SERVICE

The Independent
Newsgroup
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SLOAN’S SEPTIC
TANK SERVICE

Isn’t It Time You Retire?

We’re About Community!

rates as low as

3.5%
APR*

Visit us at a
location near you:
OWOSSO: 1720 W. M-21
CORUNNA: 2665 E. M-21

• • • 989-723-1118 • • •

“retire” your mortgage sooner, a mortgage
retirement loan could be for you!

Call (989) 845-6280 • Chesaning

•
•
•
•

h
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e
H

Facebook: Independent Newsgroup
It offers:
www.owossoindependent.com

Only $149 application fee - great deal!
No closing costs
Fixed rate
Terms available up to 15 years

Visit us at: lafcu.com/mortgageoptions

Free

EXCAVATING Estimates

COMPLETE SITE WORK
www.hedrichexcavating.com

CHESANING, MI

FEDERALLY INSURED BY NCUA

NMLS# 562117

lafcu.com | 517.622.6600

*APR = Annual Percentage Rate. Rates based on credit history and LAFCU’s underwriting guidelines. Rates are accurate as of
March 23 2016 and are subject to change without notice. Some restrictions may apply. Property insurance is required.
03/16

Commercial • Residential
Sand • Stone
Gravel • Topsoil
Licensed & Insured
• Basements • Driveways • Drain Fields
• Septic Tanks • Water/Sewer • Ponds
• Demolition • Land Clearing

SAND & GRAVEL - BACKHOE
& DOZER WORK

989-845-2146
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How to Tend to an Indoor Herb Garden

Fresh herbs and recently picked ingredients can add
flavor to any meal. A home chef can even improve
the flavor of store-bought or prepared foods with
an herb garnish that can transform otherwise
bland dishes into something you’ll want to eat
again and again.
Harvesting fresh herbs is easy for homeowners who have gardens right in their backyards.
However, everyone does not
have a backyard, and even those who do might find
their gardens threatened by changing seasons or unwanted critters. When gardens are moved indoors, the
bounty of fresh ingredients continues, no matter the

date on the calendar.
Herb gardens are perhaps some of the easiest gardens to cultivate indoors because
they don’t require large pots or much space. The plants themselves are relatively
compact, and it only takes a pinch of herbs to give a meal some extra flavor.
When growing herbs indoors, your indoor growing area must have adequate
light to simulate the longer days of summer; otherwise, the plants may go dormant. It’s ideal to have a southern exposure on the herbs, with at least eight
hours of sunlight per day. If you do not live in a particularly sunny locale, consider supplementing the plants with grow lights, which will provide the full
Continued on Page 13

The only certified
whole-house Arsenic
Reduction filter on the market.

DOODY

WELL DRILLING

New Wells (Steel & Plastic) • Clean Water Systems
Certified Pump Repair • Well Replacement & Repair
State of Michigan #1616 Fully Insured
rand
Name B
&
p
m
Pu s
Tanks

Teresa
Cooper

517-651-5914

5624 W. Grand River Rd.
LAINGSBURG

Tracy
Hilgendorf

Dawn
Kelley

Sales Representative Sales Representative Sales Representative

Call Today!

989-723-1118

805 W. Main St., Owosso

989-725-5515

CERTIFIED
WATER
SPECIALIST

Kim
Lazar
Sales Manager

Spring Home
3x5
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Converting Garages into Livable Spaces

How to Tend to an Indoor Herb Garden
Continued from Page 12

spectrum of light the plants need to thrive.
Indoor air can become too dry for herbs, so you will need to compensate by
providing humidity. While there may be added humidity in a kitchen greenhouse
window, it still may not be enough to keep the plants healthy. Think about misting
the plants daily to create some extra humidity, or place herb pots on top of a waterfilled tray with pebbles so the evaporating water will add moisture.
Insects are another threat to indoor gardens because there is no cold weather to
inhibit the hatching of insect eggs. Soil from outdoors may be more susceptible to
insects that are already living in the dirt. Instead of soil from outside, use packaged
soil or a nonsoil alternative that will hold moisture without the added risk of bugs.
If small insects appear, use a mist of soapy water to kill the bugs without harming
the plants or making the herbs unfit for eating.
Group herbs together according to their watering needs to make maintenance that
much easier. New sprouts
generally need more water
than established plants.
Prune the herbs as
needed for recipes. If
the herbs experience a
growth spurt, trim some
of the plants and freeze
the herbs for later use.
Many indoor herb gar104 N. Main St., Ovid
deners begin by growing
Phone/Fax 989-834-2288
parsley, chives, oregano,
Toll Free 888-754-9595
and basil. DE15B684

Ovid Service Agency

Spring Loan

Many people decide to
upgrade from their apartments or condominiums
out of a need for more
space. But even after
moving into a new home,
homeowners may soon
begin to outgrow the room
they have.
Rather than looking for
a new home, some homeowners consider expan(Courtesy Photo)
sion. Expanding a living
space can be expensive,
and a more affordable option may be converting existing basement or garage
space into something more livable. Garages already are built on a foundation,
have four walls and a roof overhead, so a garage-conversion project is merely a
matter of turning this utilitarian area into a living space.
Before beginning the renovation, homeowners should consider the benefits versus the cost of converting the garage. For those who are planning to grow old in a
house, a garage conversion can be a worthy investment. But those who intend to
sell their homes rather than retire in them may learn that a converted garage can
affect home value and make it less desireable at resale. Compare your home to
others in the area and see what your neighbors have done. If converted garages are
the norm where you live, your own renovation may fit in with others.
Always apply for the proper permits and learn the zoning laws to see if a garage
conversion is acceptable
Ask about our hardwood flooring & trim. in your town or city. It’s
best to go by the book so
Bark • Chips
that work can be done in
a proper manner and be
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
inspected for safety.
Sat. 8-12
Many homeowners hope
6366 N. Forest Hill Rd.
their garage-conversion
maplerapidslumber.com
projects will make their
989-682-4225 garages seem like a seamBUYERS
less part of the rest of the
Evening
OF STANDING
989-875-4565 house. To do so, you will

Maple Rapids
Lumber Mill
TIMBER

BUILDING EQUITY
TO NEW ADDITION

Continued on Page 14

Licensed
& Insured

WITH YOU, EVERY STEP.

Serving Shiawassee County
Since 1945

The Lady Who Paints

It’s the perfect time to update your home,
take a well-deserved vacation, or pay off
that tuition bill. Apply online or speak to a
representative for more details.

~ Marita Rodgers ~
“Spruce Up For Spring With Fresh Paint!”

2.24%
HOME EQUITY LOAN*

2.55%
APR†

Limited Time Offer. †APR = Annual Percentage Rate. Payments must be automatically deducted from a Chemical
Bank account. Subject to credit approval. All other loan terms and requirements apply. This offer does not apply to
the refinancing of existing Chemical Bank loans. Maximum Loan Amount $200,000.00. Some restrictions may apply. *APR
based on a $20,000 loan with 72 monthly payments of $297.12. Payments do not include amounts for taxes and insurance
premiums. Advertised rate available on 72 month home equity loans. Balloon loans may be available for longer terms. Rate
without payments automatically deducted will be 2.49%/2.80% APR (72 monthly payments of $299.33).

Interior & Exterior Painting
~ with ~

RR
Remodeling

Terry Rodgers
Construction, LLC
Specializing in Remodeling

989-729-1945

“Hire the Original”
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You Might be Wasting Your Money

Many consumers waste money every day without even noticing it. Yet, rethinking our habits could provide savings that add up quickly over time. Here is a list of
the top ways we waste money. Are there any areas where you could improve?
Paying credit card interest - Always aim to pay off credit card debt as soon as
possible. Consider moving balances from high interest credit cards to one with a
lower interest rate.
Buying bottled water - Did you know that most bottled water isn’t any better
for you than tap water? In fact, some bottled waters come from municipal sources
and are repackaged for consumer consumption. Switch to tap water and a reusable
bottle to save money.
Wasting food - The average household throws out about $600 worth of food
each year. Meal planning and budgeting for food can reduce waste significantly.
Learning how long food keeps and the truth about expiry dates can also help, as
can cooking in bulk and freezing meals.
Wasting energy - Every month, many homeowners throw money out their doors and
windows through energy loss attributed to poorly insulated or maintained homes.
Choosing the wrong plan, option or service provider - Many of us overspend on
our phone, cable and even our mortgage. Take the time to shop around.
Splurging on coffee - Café-quality coffee is an indulgence, and a cup of Joe-to-go
can cost between $2 and $7. Consider investing in a quality coffee maker.
Buying lottery tickets - Quite simply, the odds of winning the lottery are not in your
favor. Put that money into a savings account.
Impulse buying - A little self-control can go a long way to lining your wallet. Become a smart shopper by researching prices and options before making significant
purchases.
It doesn’t take big sacrifices. Resolve to make some small changes more often to
save. TF163978

Buying or Selling?
I CAN HELP!

Liz Dysinger
Broker/Owner

9432 W. Scenic Lake, Laingsburg
923 Ada, Owosso
2865 Reed, Durand
5247 Oakview, Swartz Creek
125 Davis, Morrice
1108 Ryan, Owosso
918 Milwaukee, Owosso
933 Clyde, Owosso
313 N. Cedar, Owosso
1945 Bock, Owosso
215 Elm, Owosso

$229,000
$129,000
$125,000
$125,000
$ 83,500
$ 75,000
$ 69,500
$ 59,500
$ 57,900
$ 54,500
$ 44,000

Converting Garages into Livable Spaces
Continued from Page 13

need to remove evidence the space was once a garage. Slab floor will need to be
raised and insulated. Walls also will need to be insulated and finished to improve
comfort and soundproofing. Many garages do not have windows, so for the garage
to function as a renovated space, windows may need to be added.
One of the biggest transformations will come by way of modifying the garage
door entry. Some homeowners prefer to leave the existing door so that the home
still has the appearance of a garage from the curb, while others remove the garage
door and rebuild the exterior wall so that it has a window or another architectural
element. An architect can help suggest design elements that will camouflage the
original garage look and make the space seem like it was always part of the main
living area of the home.
Landscaping work also can minimize the appearance of an old garage. Rather
than having the driveway end at the wall of a home, shrubbery, pavers and other
techniques can blend the
We have Loans for all your needs!
garage renovation into the
rest of the yard design.
Business Loans • Personal Loans
Transforming a garage
Home Loans • Auto Loans
into a living space can add
several hundred square
Student Loans • RV Loans
feet to a home. Hire a
reputable contractor and
1400 E. Main Street, Owosso
follow the municipal
guidelines for modifying
800-373-2333
the space to ensure the
securitycu.org
job is done right. FH158413

FULL GUARANTEE
FROM START TO FINISH

A roof over your head is
the most important aspect
of your home

Metal Roofing
Flat Roofing
Shingle Roofing
Siding
Gutters

VACANT LAND

V/L 13-acres Cronk,
Owosso $91,000
V/L 15-acres
#1 Copas, Owosso
$60,000
V/L 2-acres
3850 Krouse, Owosso
$25,900
V/L 5853 Exchange,
Bancroft $15,000
V/L 320 E. Oak, Elsie
$10,00

223 N. Ball St., Downtown Owosso
Cell (989) 277-0872
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

•• 989-634-1205 ••
702 N. Washington St., Owosso

1. Precycle. Kids can
attempt to reduce waste
Raising eco-friendly children is less complicated by recognizing products
than it once was. From very early ages, today’s kids that could be wasteful and
are exposed to environmental topics and how they then avoiding those items.
can do their part to maintain and protect the planet’s Toys or everyday items
resources. Between activities at daycare and lessons with excessive packagat school to information they receive from education- ing that we use without
al television programming, some kids are taking their thinking are just some exown environmental initiatives - and involving their amples of items that can
be precycled.
parents along the way.
2. Repurpose. Look at
Inspiring children to be eco-friendly can be enjoyable and get those creative juices flowing. The fol- items that normally end
lowing are eight ways children and their families can up in the trash and find
new and fun ways to repurpose them. Children can
work together to protect the environment.
make crafts out of junk mail, catalogs and old newspapers. Juice boxes or
plastic containers can be
turned into boats or accessories for dolls and
action figures. Use natuONE
DAY
*Free Survey
ral materials found in the
SERVICE
989-725-7155
yard or on a nature walk
AVAILABLE!
to make a fairy garden
or imaginative world for
Sales • Service • Maintenance
small toys.
Commercial, Industrial, Residential, Agricultural
3. Reuse. Toting lunch
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS • ALL TYPES
or snacks around can
*RECHARGE ON LOCATION
be more eco-friendly
Dry Chemical, Co2, Clean Agent, Wet Chemical, Etc.
when reusable containFire Systems - Wet Chemical / Dry Chemical / Sprinklers
ers are part of the equaEmergency / Exit Light • Smoke Detectors • Cabinets • Hydrostatic Testing • First Aid
tion. Explore the many
619 S. Washington St. • Owosso
lunch bags, beverage
cups, thermoses and
www.clarkfireandsafety.com

Ways Kids Can Go Green

HAVE YOU BEEN INSPECTED?
WE CAN HELP!

SPRING
IS HERE, TIME TO
CLEAR
Industries of Mid-Michigan, Inc.
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other packaging available.
Many are made from recycled materials.
4. Walk. Encourage getting around without firing
up the car. Walking, jogging, biking, or scootering
around the neighborhood
is more eco-friendly than
driving. Things are easily
missed when riding inside
cars or trucks.
5. Conserve water. Les(Courtesy Photo)
sons learned in conservation are important. Water is one resource that is crucial
to human life. Kids can explore ways to cut down on
water consumption or use water more efficiently. Simply reducing shower time can save energy and water.
There are other ways to conserve as well. Make it a
family project to collect rain water to use for washing
cars or watering plants.
6. Rent rather than buy. From toys to video games
to movies, people have more entertainment options
than ever before. Nowadays it’s easy to access a fresh
supply of entertainment without making purchases
that require the manufacturing of new items. Streaming rented content rather than buying packaged versions can reduce waste in a number of ways.
7. Turn off/turn down. Turn off lights, appliances,
electronics, and much more when they’re not in use.
Also, encourage children (of an appropriate age) to
unplug certain electronics so appliances aren’t consuming electricity while in standby mode.
8. Change body care products. Introduce kids to
earth-friendly soaps, shampoos, toiletries, and cleaning supplies.
Children are the next generation to take on the task
of protecting the planet. When they begin an ecofriendly lifestyle early on, they may be more likely to
employ the same strategies in adulthood. TF163952

Serving Owosso Area

989-413-0954
DRIVEWAYS
SIDEWALKS
FLOORS
Stamped, Colored
or Decorative Concrete
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Safeguard Your
Home From Insects

The dawn of spring marks the return of many
things, including long hours of sunlight and warm
temperatures in which to enjoy that sunshine. But
homeowners know spring also marks the return of
insects, unwelcome guests that can be difficult or expensive to control once they have entered a home.
As problematic as insect infestations can be, preventing such problems can be simple, especially
when homeowners are proactive. The following are a handful of ways to keep insects out this
spring and summer.
• Consider potential food supplies and cut those
supplies off. Insects often enter a home in search
of food, so cutting off potential food supplies is a
great way to prevent insects from coming inside.
Give dining areas a thorough cleaning after meals,
vacuuming or sweeping the floors beneath dining
tables each night before going to bed. (Parents of
young children may want to sweep floors after each
meal.) In addition, clean pets’ bowls each night to
be sure there are no food scraps left that may entice insects, and make sure pet food containers are
tightly sealed after each serving. Sinks are another
potential food source, so empty food traps after us-

ing the sink and run the garbage disposal as well to remove any food
that might be lingering.
• Address potential shelters.
Insects also seek shelter inside homes, and there are
many areas in a home that
can provide adequate
shelter. Cracks around
windows and doors and
in the foundation provide both entry points
and potential shelters
for insects. Seal such
cracks with caulk, testing
the areas by feeling for any
incoming air. If you still feel
air coming in, there is still some
sealing to do. Cracks in cabinets
or counters also may provide shelter
to insects, so address these areas as well.
• Reconsider exterior lighting. Exterior lighting may
be inviting insects into your home. Insects tend to
congregate around lights at nighttime, so avoid placing lights right outside entryways. Once doors are
opened, insects can then fly right into your home.
Keep exterior lights as far away from entryways as
possible. If you need lights right outside your doors,

install motion-sensing lights that only
turn on when you come within a
few feet of the door. This reduces the volume of insects
that congregate outside your
entryways, and lowers the
risk that insects will follow you in when you arrive home at night.
• React quickly upon
seeing insects. Insect infestations happen gradually, so homeowners
should react quickly when
seeing a single insect or a
handful of insects inside
their homes. The slower your
response, the more likely one
or two intruders is likely to turn
into a large infestation. Immediately
clean any areas where you see insects, and
take more substantial measures if your initial efforts were not enough to prevent more insects from
coming in.
The presence of insects inside a home
can be a nuisance, but there are many
ways to prevent such infestations and
keep unwelcome guests at bay. SH162867

Serving
Shiawassee
County
and the
Surrounding
Areas

1001 N. SAGINAW ST. • DURAND

• Lawn Fertilization Services
• Weed & Grub Control
• Fertilization & Insect/Disease Control
PREPAY
for your Trees and Shrubs
DISCOUNT
• FREE Overseeding with Lawn Aeration
• FREE Preventative Grub Control for New Customers
signing up for “5 Application Program”

5%

Residential
Commercial

Customers have Online Account Access.
See what applications are done, pay bills, enroll in
AutoPay and sign up for additional services.
Marc Stine - President
MSU Turfgrass Graduate
28 Years Experience
marc@stinelawn.com

State Certified
Locally Owned
and Operated
www.stinelawn.com

Licensed Pesticide Applicator • Insured

989-666-1200
facebook.com/stineturf

